
WATERJET CUTTING
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Tätningar
Genomföringar
Gummi-metall bindningar
Maskinfötter
Impellrar
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Gripbackar

Waterjet cutting - A cold processing

that has low set-up costs, minimal 

waste and destructive heat generation 

Ideal for small to medium-sized series

and works for various metals, stones,

ceramics, plastics and rubber

In addition  - a perfect labor-  

saving alternative such as pre-

processing/rough processing in more

complicated productions.



Waterjet cutting

LIMO Contract

Today, our contract department works  

with both punching and water cutting:

Punching of various rubber and plastic materials 

such as gaskets, moldings and insulation boards. 

Water cutting with small- and medium-sized series, which 

works on most hard to medium-soft materials.

Water cutting for small series

A cold processing that has low set-up costs, minimal waste 

and no destructive heat generation. Perfect for small and 

medium-sized series and works for metals, stone, ceramics 

plastics and rubber.

In addition - a perfect labor-saving alternative such as

pre-processing/rough processing in more complicated

productions.

Clean cuts with good precision

The method minimizes the need for finishing touches due 

to the even cutting surface and without heat generation 

you also avoid cracking and other metallic changes 

 

 We process materials in different thickness and with a 

maximum cutting surface of 2 x 3m. The tolerance is +/- 0.1mm

Contact us if you want to know more!

CAD-support

Through our own CAD department, we have the

opportunity to reduce your costs for various intermediaries.

The proximity and routine means that we have full control 

and can be effective at different stages of production.

We can also help with more advanced CAD drawing

and construction - contact us for more information.



LIMO AB manufactures industrial components and process

equipment in small to large series according to our customer’s 

wishes. We have our own mold production and production of 

metal parts that can be included in the finished end product.

Therefor, we can offer a high quality control and advanced 

material samples to also meet military quality  

standards.

We are certified according to ISO 9001 and ISO 14001 which 

guarantees a high quality and a consistent environmental 

thinking. Our products and knowledge contributes to 

lower maintenance costs for our customers.

Water cutting and punching are only a small part of 

our service and product range. 

Contact LIMOs sales department for

more information, quotes and samples


